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Abstract
The power leakage problems of smart card chip during
the process of DES encryption are analyzed, we propose
two attack algorithms on DES with forth and back random round algorithm respectively, include the accumulative attack algorithm and segmented attack algorithm.
We provided an improved analysis algorithm based on the
segmented attack by using a new correctional factor: the
cliffy characteristic of the peak value. Finally, the first
round key of DES was recovered successfully, and the DES
key was deduced. It proves that the countermeasure with
forth and back random round cannot t protect the security of smart card. We implement the DPA attack on
DES with forth and back random round algorithm in the
mathlab simulation experiment environment, the experiment results show that the feasibility and effectiveness of
DPA can be improved by the advanced algorithm.
Keywords: Accumulative attack algorithm, DES algorithm, differential power analysis (DPA) attack, forth and
back random round, segmented attack

1

Introduction

The traditional cryptanalysis methods are invalid with
the improvement of the cryptographic algorithms and the
increases of key length, a new cryptanalyst analysis algorithm was proposed based on the leakages information
during the process of cryptographic chip, such as execution time, power consumption, etc. This attack algorithm
was defined as Side Channel Analysis (SCA), which is a
new direction of the cryptanalysis. Due to the features

of chip circuit, there are side channel leakages during the
process of encryption for smart card. The experiment result had proved that these leakages were closely related
to the data and the key during the process of the cryptographic execution. As the high facility of implementation,
low consumption, Side Channel Attack has become a new
hotspot in the research field of cryptanalysis [11].
Paul Kocher proposed Power Analysis (PA) attack [9]
in 1998, and gave three methods of it at the same time,
Simple Power Analysis (SPA), Differential Power Analysis (DPA) and Correlative Power Analysis (CPA) [8, 15].
Due to its low consumption, fast speed, Power Analysis
attack can collect the power consumption of the smart
card to crack the key without breaking the chip, which
could cause a large threat to safety of the smart card. SPA
attack cracks the key using one or a few power consumption curve directly or indirectly, without a large number of
statistical analyses. While DPA attack requires collecting
a large number of power consumption curve, the attackers
do not need to know the detail information of the target
device, they only need to know which cryptographic algorithm was performed, so this attack has strong resistance
to the noise [5].
Recently, study of DPA attack on smart card had
achieved some progress. Literature [12] proposed a
method to analyze power consumption using Neural Network, which combines the advantages of SPA and DPA,
and even could restore the key with only one power consumption curve. Literature [4] provided a series statistical
test methods of DPA attack. Literature [3] built the basic power simulation model for the first time, and literature [1] applied the basic power simulation model to smart
card chip. Nowadays, based on the model, more effective
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models have been proposed [6, 13, 14]. Brier presented a
method of correlation coefficient which has become a new
direction of the DPA study [2].
In order to improve the safety of the chip to prevent
DPA attack, literature [10] put forward a countermeasure
method for linear and nonlinear part during the process of
DES encryption, which could randomize the intermediate
values based on the software programming of MASK [16],
and make the power consumption and intermediate values are not correlative, so it can prevent the power attack,
which has become a hot area of DPA countermeasure research. However, the small amount of MASK has not
sufficient randomness, and it requires long operation time
and large power consumption, then researchers presented
a random round model implemented in hardware. Radom
round concealed the real interval [15] of DES encryption
with pseudo random input/output and round number.
Dummy round resistant countermeasures on the basis of
the random round position can be divided into two kinds,
forth-back dummy round and middle dummy round. This
article mainly focuses on the study of DPA attack against
DES algorithm with forth-back dummy round [7].

2
2.1

DES and DPA Model
DES Algorithm
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Figure 1: The ith round of DES encryption process

only needs to know the relative value of power consumption instead of the absolute value. Commonly we use the
Hamming-distance model (HDM) and Hamming weight
model (HWM).
A device of digital circuit may make a flip in a moment, it will produce dynamic power consumption (replaced with power in the follow), and thus the more device flips, the more power consumption. Therefore, the
number of device flips can be relative with the relative
value of the power consumption, which is the basic principle of HDM. HDM generally can be used to describe the
power consumption of the bus and register.Attackers will
get the corresponding information through establishing
a linear relationship between the number of device flips
from timing start to end and power consumption using
HDM. Theoretical studies show that power consumption
of device flip before and after is linear correlative with the
hamming distance of binary data before and after.

DES faces a security challenge as its fixed and short key,
but due to its fast speed and low consumption, nowadays most of smart cards still use the DES as a security
method. Each round in 16 rounds of DES there are 8
looking up S-box table operation. The input of S-box is
a 6-bit subkey XOR with a 6-bit R register value, and
the output of S-box is a 4-bit data. And then the 32
bit output will be restructured, XOR with the value of L
register, then L and R register value changed each other.
Each round deals with data in the same way. Figure 1
shows the first round encryption process.
Put 64 bit input plaintext into left part L1 (32 bit) and
right part R1 (32 bit), in which R1 will be 48 bit after expansion, and then get 32 bit through S box after R1 XOR
P = k ∗ HD (V0 , V1 ) + d.
(3)
with subkey Key0 . The 32 bit XOR with L1 becomes the
R2 , while this round R1 become next round.
k and d is the constant decided by the device characteristics.
L2 = R1
(1)
From the point of SPA, it obtains the hamming disR2 = L1 ⊕ f (R1 , Key0 ) .
(2) tance information, detects the size of relative power consumption. From the point of DPA, it takes hamming
Function f indicates these steps of plaintext expansion, distance as a function to attack the power curve. The
exclusive, data compression and displacement, which is biggest drawback of HDM is that the attacker must know
nonlinear operation steps in the process of encryption.
the initial value and the final state to calculate the correct
hamming distance, but in reality it is not necessarily to
2.2 Analysis Model of Power Consump- get these two values.
HWM is much simpler than HDM. In HWM, attackers
tion
assume that the size of power consumption is proportional
In power analysis attacks, the attacker needs to make a to the number of the bit 1 in the processing value V1 ,
relationship between the data and the power consump- which is also the HW of value V1 .
tion of the attacked device. In the practical implemenP = k ∗ HD (V1 ) + d.
(4)
tation, they are not a direct linear relationship; attacker
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k and d are the constant values which are decided by the
device characteristics.
The advantage of HWM is that it doesnt need to know
all the status value of circuit unit, and just needs the
hamming weight of a certain status, to construct the corresponding relationship between power curve and value.
All experimental results in this article are based on HWM.

Among them, S1 and S0 indicates the number of
power consumption curves corresponding collection:
|S1 | + |S0 | = N.

Principle of Differential Power Attacks

Nowadays most of the integrated circuits are composed of
CMOS, the energy consumption of CMOS can be divided
into two parts: static and dynamic energy consumption.
The former refers to the components without any data
processing, namely the circuit without own energy consumption of gate flip; the latter refers to the energy consumption of gate flip, in addition to static energy, when
internal element or output signals changes.
In the common CMOS circuit, the total energy consumption of the circuit is mainly caused by dynamic energy consumption, and the dynamic energy consumption
is mainly related to the data processing. According to the
type of energy consumption described before, it can be
seen that the dynamic energy consumption is associated
with the change of the data, which is a large proportion of
the total energy consumption in the circuit, so the energy
consumption of the circuit mainly depends on the data
processing, it is also the physical circuit basis of energy
attacks.
The DPA attack mainly includes two steps [8]: waveform acquisition and data analysis. Power waveform acquisition is on the hardware part, this article mainly use
the simulation software, so it mainly relates to data analysis, the detailed steps are as follows:
1) Encrypt different plaintexts N groups and measure
the power consumption curve in the first round of
the DES operation process {Pi |1 ≤ i ≤ N }.
2) Select a bit of the output value of the first S box
operation in the first round as a function D, with b
indicates the bit value, called intermediate value. It
is easy to know that all depends on the key K and
plaintext M to b, which can be indicated as D(K, M).
Make a guess on related value when attacking to get
the corresponding intermediate value. According to
the intermediate value, N groups power consumption
curve can be divided into two categories:
S1

=

{P1 |D = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N }

(5)

S0

=

{D = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ N }

(6)

3) The average power consumption of set S1 and S0
calculated separately:
1 X
S1 (i)
(7)
A1 =
S1
1 X
A0 =
S0 (i)
(8)
S0

(9)

4) The difference value between them is:
T = A1 − A0 .

2.3
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(10)

If the key is guessed correctly, and then the classification of the power consumption curves is right, that is
to say, all the curves of b = 1 points to S1 , and the rest
curves of b = 0 are assigned to S0 , so there is an obvious
peak in power consumption curves. If the key is not right,
the peak of T will be very little or no.
Classifying collection equate with classifying collection
using a random function. As the mathematical statistics
theory, when using a random function divides collection
into two, elements in the two collections tend to infinity;
the difference of average between the two subsets will tend
to 0. If the sample space of power consumption curves
analysis is big enough, the chosen model appropriates and
the effects of sampling noise is small enough, we will get
the difference power consumption curves with the peak
after the above difference statistical method, the position
of the peak is the guessed key. According to the above
method calculated, we can obtain the key corresponding
to the first S box and repeating to acquire the key corresponding to rest S boxes. Finally, we will obtain the 48
bit key actually used in this way and guess the rest 8 bit
in exhaustive method to acquire the complete 56 bit key.
Such workload is 26 × 8 + 28 = 768 ≤ 256 = 7.2 × 1016 .
Detailed algorithm is shown in Figure 2.

3

3.1

Differential Power Analysis of
DES Implemented With Forth
and Back Random Round Algorithm
DES Implemented with Forth and
Back Random Round Algorithm

Generally, the principle of DPA attacks on smart card
DES chip is aligning to find the starting position of DES
data encryption by filtering the power wave, then cracking the key of the first or 16th round of DES encryption.
Based this principle, C. Herbst puts forward a defense algorithm using random round, namely before or after or
in the middle of the DES encryption joining a random
pseudo rounds, whose rules and operations are the same,
but each round input is not plaintext instead a random
number, while the real DES encryption still encrypt plaintext make the normal output.
Due to the number of random round in DES encryption
becomes more and more, the ability of resistance to the
DPA attacks becomes also stronger. However the more
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the number of random round and the more widely distri- Algorithm 1 Accumulative attack algorithm
bution is, the slower speed of chip CPU is, some smart 1: Begin
card used forth and back random round model are shown
input: M; //the set of plaintext, each plaintext indias in Figure 3.
cated as Mi , i={1,. . . , size(M )};
Figure 3 shows the relationship between power conWave; //the set of power consumption curves, each
sumption when plaintext encrypted and random round.
curves indicated as W avei , i=1,. . . , size(M ), correThe number of random round each encrypted is not fixed
sponding to plaintext;
and the real encryption interval of DES algorithm is unDR; // the maximum number of random round;
certain, so even if attackers have got the power consumpDRinput; //input of each random round;
tion curves, they also don’t know the position of the real
output: number; //the possibility sort of key correencryption interval.
sponding to 8 S-box;
Subkey(i); //the subkey corresponding to each S-box
3.2 Two Kinds of DPA Analysis Attacks 2: while j < size(M, 1) do
3:
while i < (DR + 1) do
Against DES Algorithm
4:
Temp=Temp+Wave(i) //a loop of waveform ac3.2.1 Accumulative Attack Algorithm
cumulation
5:
Wave(j)=Temp/(DR+1) //make it as ”the first
Figure 4 shows the average cumulative power consumpround” after accumulation
tion of the previous round (DR + 1) before the accumu6:
end while
lative attack algorithm. This method can be regarded as
7: end while
a derivation of alignment operation: the average power
8: DPA algorithm
consumption as the first round and make it contains the
9: number;
power consumption of the first round or even complete
10: Subkey(i);
real DES algorithm indirectly. This method can guar11: End
antee that attack contains useful information in the first
round, just with bigger noise which generated from random round.
According to the principle in Figure 5, we will put forAccording to the principle shown in Figure 4, we will
ward concrete algorithm.
put forward a concrete algorithm.
The basic idea of Algorithm 2 is that: from left to right,
In the accumulative attack algorithm, we accumulate
we regard each round as imaginary ”the first round” of
the former (DR+1) power wave, then average, and treat
DES, and get each subkeys of them by using DPA. Each
it as the new first round of DES algorithm. Because
round of the same S-box has subkey possibility sorting by
the maximum number of dummy rounds is DR, the front
order from high to low, and store the top 10 subkeys in the
(DR+1) rounds include at least the first round of DES.
set KeyRank(1); we put all KeyRank sets of the same
The new first round contains real first round and noise
S-box together and find the key with highest occurrence
due to other rounds, so we attack the new round to get
probability and top ranking, and then the subkey is the
the key by using DPA.
correct key of the S box. Repeat the process for each S
box, we will find all the right subkeys.
3.2.2 Segmented Attack Algorithm
Compared with the accumulative attack algorithm, nodes
The Simulation Experiment Reand methods of segmented attack algorithm are differ- 4
ent. Algorithm 1 chooses the former (DR+1) rounds and
sults And Complexity Analysis
add power consumption together to get the average power
consumption, as the first round of the DES, while Algo- 4.1 Simulation Experiments
rithm 2 does not accumulate power wave, but to attack
each former (DR+1) rounds respectively. As shown in Due to the laboratory conditions limited, this article
makes simulation experiments on matlab to verify the reFigure 5.
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Algorithm 2 Segmented attack algorithm
1: Begin
input: M; //the set of plaintext, each plaintext indicated as Mi , i=1,. . . , size(M );
Wave; //the set of power consumption curves - each
curves indicated as W avei , i=1, . . . , size(M ), corresponding to plaintext;
DR; // the maximum number of random round;
DRinput; //input of each random round;
output: KeyRank(i) // the possibility sort of key corresponding to 8 S-boxi=1, . . . , DR, DR+1, the size is
8*64;
Number; // the possibility sort of (DR+1) corresponding to 8 S-box, the size is (DR+1)*64
2: while i < (DR + 1) do
3:
while j < size(M, 1) do
4:
DPA algorithm
5:
KeyRank (j);
6:
end while
7: end while
8: Number(i)=KeyRank(j)(i,:);// extract (DR + 1)
KeyRank (j) of the same line Number as all the lines
of the Number (I)
9: End

search content. As already stated, the study results of
Hamming Weight Model have shown that the results of
power consumption sampling in simulation experiments
are basically identical with the actual. The target of
experiment is the first round of DES keys, setting the
maximum random number of previous round is 5 and the
length of key is 64.

4.2

The Results of the Experiment

Based on the accumulative attack algorithm and the segmented attack algorithm above mentioned, we make the
simulation experiment on MATLAB and put forward an
improved algorithm based on the results of segmented attack algorithm.
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Table 1: the possibility sort of subkey corresponding to 8
S-boxes based on accumulation attack algorithm

Sbox
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
29
48
39
55
39
44
16
14

2
47
46
35
26
52
16
21
26

3
24
37
10
10
1
23
54
38

4
4
45
37
20
36
57
22
10

subkey
5
6
35 8
47 20
43 41
34 42
60 14
48 48
28 28
25 25

7
28
27
42
60
48
51
48
29

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

64
52
55
22
25
42
37
27
2

Experiments show that when the number of power consumption track become bigger and bigger, for the same
key, the number of the first column is more stable, which
is the right sort of subkey remains about the same.
Table 2: The success rate of accumulative attack algorithm
Power Trace
Line Number
50
80
100
200
300
400
700
1000
1300
2000
3000

Correct Key
Number
1
1
3
4
6
6
7
7
8
8
8

Incorrect Key
Number
7
7
5
4
2
2
1
1
0
0
0

Success
Rate(%)
12.5
12.5
37.5
50
75
75
87.5
87.5
100
100
100

Table 2 statistics that the success rate of the DPA attacks
to DES algorithm using accumulative attack algo4.2.1 The Results of Accumulative Attack Algorithm.
It is shown that we can break the DES algorithm
rithm
by 1300 power consumption curves of key at most in acAccording to accumulation attack algorithm introduced cumulative attack algorithm.
in Algorithm 1, we design programming ideas to acquire
subkey and its possibility sort corresponding to each S- 4.3 The Results of Segmented Attack Albox using MATLAB, and the most likely key is the right
gorithm
one.
Table 1 shows the possibility matrix (size is 8 * 64) According to Algorithm 2, we make the simulation exof key corresponding to 8 S-boxes. The probability is periment on MATLAB and get the key corresponding to
derived from the height of peak in the DPA attacks cor- each S-box.
responding to each subkey, and t the larger the peak value
The maximum number of random round is 5, the round
is, the higher the possibility of it. Each row of the matrix of segmented attack algorithm is 6, and the results of each
represents the 64 guessing keys corresponding to S-box, round as a row of Table 3 shown, in addition, each column
ordered from big to small of the peak value, and the first is sorted by the possibility (the larger the peak value is,
column represents the key with the highest peak values. the higher the possibility of it)of the subkey. Selected the
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Table 3: The guessing key sort of S2-box

Round
1
2
3
4
5
6

1
11
37
37
37
37
37

2
49
27
48
4
48
4

3
3
45
46
47
46
50

4
2
4
47
19
27
27

subkey
5
6
53 57
20 63
38 51
48 28
39 56
45 3

7
26
39
63
46
11
38

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

64
15
56
1
20
17
19

top 10 columns, we make a statistical about occurrences
of each guessing subkey with KeyRank, and the results
shown in Figure 6.
As Figure 4.1 shown, the subkey corresponding to Sbox is 37. According to the method cycled, we can obtain
the key corresponding to 8 S-boxes. Table 4 shows the
success rate of segmented attack algorithm.

4.4

An Improved Analysis Algorithm
with an Introduced Modifying Factor

Compared with Table 2 and Table 4, we can see that
when the success rate of attack reaches 100%, the used
sample size of segmented attack algorithm is larger than
accumulative attack algorithm. In principle, due to average all power consumption curves in accumulative attack
algorithm, the noise will be increased anyway, while segmented attack algorithm is not, it is piecewise attack,
only compared occurrences and ranking position of each
period key to find the correct one in the end, which means
Algorithm 1 with high noise while Algorithm 2 with large
workload. However, theoretically, Algorithm 2 needs less
power consumption curves, but in fact the opposite is
true. After repeated experiments, we found that the right
key not only depends on the ranking position but also the
frequency at the same time in Algorithm 2, and sometimes
these two factors are conflicts with each other, so it is too
difficult to find a balance.
Verified by the experiment, when a number of guessing subkeys occurred at the same time, the probability
of that one of these same frequency subkeys nearby is
smaller, which probably to be the correct subkey. Therefore, we should join a correction factor, the steepness of
peak, which means occurrences of the right key nearby is
few.
As shown in Figure 7, the occurrences of the location
corresponding to subkey 37, 46, 47, achieve the maximum.
Identify the right values, we should take the steepness of
peak into consideration. From the graph, compared with
other two numbers, the frequency nearby key 37 is much
smaller than itself, so the location of key 37 is the correct
key.
Added random round, we measure 3000 power consumption curves corresponding to 100 random keys, cal-
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culated according to the Algorithms 1 and 2 respectively,
and join the steepness of peak, to get the success rate of
these two algorithm in different circumstances using true
and false subkey (see Table 5).
In conclusion, two algorithms crack the key successfully, just the workload different. Algorithm 1, by contrast, the calculation of time and effort is less than the
Algorithm 2, but easily affected by noise, so the Algorithm 1 is suitable for the situation which accuracy is not
high but short time requirements of random, while Algorithm 2 can be applied to the situations which is high
precision of key crack regardless of the time cost.

5

Conclusions

In this article, in view of the dummy round defensive measures, we make study on the DPA attack with DES algorithm of smart card. Firstly, according to the dummy
round defensive feature, we present two kinds of DPA
attack, accumulative attack and segmented attack algorithm; Secondly, we apply these two algorithms respectively to simulation experiments for smart card in MATLAB, which crack the key successfully and give the attack
rate of both; Finally, introduced the modifying factor, we
acquire the improved algorithm against segmented attack
algorithm, in order to reduce the number of power consumption curves required for the attack.
The analysis of experimental results shows that the
two kinds of attack algorithm is feasible, in addition, the
running time and accuracy of each algorithm determines
the scope of application. Next, based on the existing research, we will make efforts to further expand the design
for the DPA attack algorithm using completely dummy
round, and provides reference for a smart card password
cracking.
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